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• Coast is out of equilibrium with 
wind and wave climate.

• net northward drift of 100,000 
cubic metres/year.

• Active management since 
1973, to provide protection 
and beach amenity.

• In 2005, moved towards using 
pipelines within cells created 
by coastal structures and 
works.

Introduction



Sand pumping

• Glenelg to Kingston Park a success.

• Multiple intake and discharge locations 
for flexibility.

• Pump stations visible, but very quiet.
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• Stable, 
vegetated 
dunes.

• Low 
community 
impact.
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Background (cont.)

• Partial implementation of pipeline 
system left a vulnerability at West 
Beach.

• No capacity to recycle sand from 
northern areas of build-up.

• One-off funding followed 2016 winter – with record storms.

• New life for our coastal environment commitment provided 
additional $1 million in 2018 to replenish West Beach.

• DHI report presented modelled scenarios which informed Coast 
Protection Board and DEW advice to the Government in early 2019.





Securing the future of our coastline

1) Rebuild beach volumes at West Beach and Henley 
Beach South ($20m) with:
a) Sand carting from Semaphore South and Semaphore 

in 2019-20 & 2020-21.

b) 500,000 m3 of sand from an external source.

2) Complete sand pumping pipeline from Semaphore 
to West Beach so replenishment matches erosion 
rate ($28m).

3) Partner with community, Green Adelaide, councils 
to rebuild and revegetate stable sand dune buffers.



Key benefits

• Addresses long-standing issues & criticisms.

• Completed system will set up metro beach management for 
decades.

• In the medium-term, large-scale trucking will be nearly 
eliminated on beaches (safer, less disruptive).

• System will be responsive to changing patterns of 
erosion/accretion as climate/sea level changes.
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Sand recycling pipeline

• Technology has been proven between Glenelg and Kingston 
Park.

• Two inlets, four booster pumps, 11 outlets over 9km.

• Routinely pumps 100,000 cubic metres of 
sand each year.

• Semaphore –West Beach, approx. 12km.

• Route details to be determined in 
consultation with Councils and 
communities.





External sand source
• CPB dredged sand offshore from Port 

Stanvac in 1990s to replenish beaches 
(>1 million m3)

• Deposit is not part of Adelaide’s littoral 
zone (10-20m water depth)

• Refinery and wharf has been demolished, 
possibly opening up access to remaining 
sand deposit

• Site needs proving and testing

• 17km to West Beach by sea

17km



Alternative sand sources
• Quarries have expressed interest, e.g. 

deposits at Mount Compass

• Will have to consider logistics, social 
impacts.

• DEW has assessed the Section Bank, which 
has areas of suitable sand, but significant 
environmental sensitivities

₋ Increasing importance for shorebird nesting

₋ Shelter for Barker Inlet

₋ Is not receiving significant volumes of sand 
from the beach system 



The longer term
• Periodic addition of external sand will be needed to 

offset erosive impact of rising sea levels (averaging 
about 25,000m3/yr) and maintain beaches.

• Pumping system will have the capacity to 
accommodate and increase in net northward sand 
movement in the future.

• Expected life of pipeline is greater than 25 years –
other components are accessible for maintenance.

• Long-term limit of strategy will depend on future 
SLR, availability of sand sources, community 
sentiment/priorities.
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